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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Welcome to the RTA Bibliography on Transit Privatization. In keeping with the

Regional Transportation Authority's mandate to be the advocate and long-range planning

agency for mass transit in Northeastern Illinois, we offer this document as a reference and

a starting point for further research about transit privatization.

Transit properties globally are struggling to leverage more service from finite resources,

against backgrounds of capital shortfalls, increased congestion, declining air quality, and

new commuting patterns. Many have created new relationships with private providers, in

such areas as bus and train operations, support services, and even the construction of new
infrastructure needed to meet growing travel volumes. A remarkable number of the

transit properties which have introduced privatization report significantly decreased unit

costs, increased ridership, and higher customer satisfaction.

Privatization, as a term used in the transit industry, refers to a wide range of institutional

arrangements and results. Despite the variety of experiences, however, one common
message comes through from cities around the country and the world. Creative new
public-private partnerships, if handled properly, can help preserve and improve the public

transportation services which commuters rely on—in Chicagoland and hundreds of other

large cities worldwide. Our aim in producing this bibliography is to help show that

transit privatization is being seriously discussed and carried out—and how it can be

implemented in a way that protects the interests of customers, taxpayers, and transit

employees.

The bibliography is arranged under a variety of subject headings starting off with

introductory works, each with a discussion that places the readings in a broader context.

Not all entries are annotated, but comments have been added [in brackets] for a number
of individual articles, books, and reports. Although we do not claim as yet to be

definitive, our hope is that the introductory comments will help orient readers. The
readings themselves should answer most questions about transit privatization and the

context for the increased interest in innovative public-private arrangements, be they in

Denver, Los Angeles, London, or Buenos Aires.

For readers interested in less exhaustive coverage than that found in the rest of the

bibliography, we suggest the following selections as an introduction to the field:

Young, David. "Chicago: How One City Coped with Transit's Rude Reawakening."
Mass Transit, September 1985. [A brief but comprehensive account of the RTA's
financial crisis of the early 1980s and the state's response with the 1983 reforms.

Although this article is not about privatization, it sets forth the recent history and
context for today's transit institufions in Northeastern Illinois.]

Pikarsky. Milton, and Christine M. Johnson. "Trends and Options for Increasing the

Role of the Private Sector in Urban Transportation." Journal ofAdvanced
Transportation, Summer 1983. [Sets the context for today's growing interest in



•

making the private sector part of the solution to transit's problems. Milton Pikarsky

was the first chairman of the RTA from 1975 through 1978. He co-authored this

paper when he was research professor at the Illinois Institute of Technology.]

Beecher, Janice. "Twenty Myths About Privatization." Government Finance Review,

June 1998. [A good introduction to what privatization is—and is not.]

Cormier, Al. "Understanding Privatization." Ma^^' rran^/V, March-April 1996.

[Good, concise introduction to the range of options available to governments seeking

to privatize transit operations.]

Wachs, Martin. "Management Vs. Political Perspectives on Transit Policymaking."

Journal ofPlanning Education and Research, April 1985. [This is one of the few

explicit discussions of the differences and the tension between a more businesslike

approach to transit management and a more politicized environment.]

Cox, Wendell. "Competitive Contracting: The International Revolution and

Implications for Chicago." Metropolitan Conference on Public Transportation

Research, June 7, 1996, University of Illinois at Chicago. [A comprehensive survey

of transit privatization worldwide.]

Middleton, William D. "NJ Transit chooses super-turnkey." Railway Age, February

1997. [Creative partnership with a contractor to design and build a light rail transit

line in New Jersey, and then run and maintain it for the next fifteen years.]

Bayliss, David. "Bus franchismg in London." UITP Revue, No. \, \9S7. [A

comprehensive overview of competitive contracting in its early years. Although

some of the details have changed, as an introduction this article has stood the test of

time.]

Peterson, Bo E. "Results from procurement of local and regional public transport

services in the Stockholm region." Public Transport International, No. 1, 1998.

[Good summary of how competitive contracting has worked in Stockholm.]

Garibotto, Enrique. "Investment plus staff savings puts moribund network on track to

profit." Railway Gazette International. May 1995. [Good, comprehensive overview

of rail franchising in Argentina, both for Buenos Aires rail transit and for Argentina's

long distance railroads.]
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INTRODUCTION
As a public service, mass transit not only requires large capital investments, but it also

involves substantial operating costs. When the costs of running a given set of services

exceed the available resources, fares go up, and/or services have to be cut—as CTA
riders found in 1997. To prevent further cuts from occurring (and to minimize the extent

of future fare hikes), the Regional Transportation Authority is advocating new
partnerships between the public and private sectors to help deliver more and better

service to transit customers. A comprehensive approach to controlling the costs of the

region's transit system would include privatization of transit operations under the

supervision of the public sector, under arrangements which retain public agency control

over schedules and fares.

The RTA sees privatization as an opportunity for the region's taxpayers, transit

customers, and transit employees alike—not as a threat. Indeed, we believe that the cost

pressures of today's arrangements are more dangerous to all the regional stakeholders

—

passengers, employees, and taxpayers alike. This is because the existing framework only

allows public officials to choose between raising fares and cutting service—and denies

them the opportunity to seek more service from the same budget.

We are not advocating that the clock be turned back to the days before the CTA when
private companies were responsible for all aspects of transit finance and operations.

Instead, we are seeking to harness the benefits of competition and accountability that the

private sector brings to the table, while retaining the crucial public sector role of overall

control and coordination. This type of partnership allows each side to do what it does

best in order to bring the maximum benefits to transit customers.

This bibliography is intended to show the range of experience and information with

different forms of transit privatization in the US and worldwide. Although we are not

making detailed, specific recommendations at this point, we are seeking a system that

• Rewards innovation and initiative among contractors (both private sector firms and

employee associations) chosen through competitive bidding,

• Retains the coordinated system of fares and services that public sector mass transit

agencies have brought to all parts of Chicagoland,

• Meets public agency specifications to provide a seamless, integrated system for

transit customers, and

• Maximizes accountability on the part of contractors.

We list a variety of approaches and offer brief comments on various issues in order to

demonstrate the extent of interest in the subject. Occasionally, works are listed under

more than one subject heading, as appropriate. As this bibliography shows, there is a

large literature on transit privatization, with much valuable information on what can be



done to make public-private partnerships work to the benefit of transit customers—and

even warnings of mistakes to avoid in planning and implementation.

Most of the articles, reports, and books listed here are more or less self-explanatory.

Occasionally, however, a few comments are in order. These follow the citation

immediately and are enclosed in brackets, e.g., [This is the definitive work on its subject].

WHAT PRIVATIZATION IS

The following is a selection of introductory works, explaining what privatization is, what

it is not, what the options are, and what the various partners and the general public can

expect.

Barnum, Darold T. "Attaining More Competition in Transit: The Labor Requirements."

Metropolitan Conference on Public Transportation Research, May 29, 1987, University

of Chicago.

Beecher, Janice. "Twenty Myths About Privatization." Government Finance Review,

June 1998.

Cormier, Al. "Understanding Privatization." Mass Transit, March-April 1996.

Cox, Wendell. "Competitive Contracting: The International Revolution and Implications

for Chicago." Metropolitan Conference on Public Transportation Research, June 7, 1996,

University of Illinois at Chicago. [A comprehensive survey of developments in the US
and overseas.]

Cox, Wendell and Jean Love. "Rescuing Transit in Chicago: Redirecting CTA to Serve

Customers First." Oak Brook, IL: Metropolitan Transit Association, March 1998.

[Includes a good explanation of what competitive contracting is, along with several

examples of what it has achieved in several cities.]

De Neufville, Richard. "Airport Privatization Issues for the United States." Presented at

the 1999 Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research Board, Washington. [The

conceptual framework outlined for determining which functions should and should not be

privatized can also be applied broadly to the transit industry.]

De Vroome, H.E. "Strategic positioning and contracting: a dynamic approach."

Brussels: Union Internationale des Transports Publics, 1995.

DiJohn, Joseph. "Privatization: Advantages and Disadvantages." Metropolitan

Conference on Public Transportation Research, June 7, 1996, University of Illinois at

Chicago. [At the time, DiJohn was the executive director of Pace.]

Gomez-Ibanez, Jose A. and John R. Meyer. "Alternatives for local bus services: an

international perspective on the British reforms." Transport Reviews, No. 1 , 1997.



Gomez-Ibanez, Jose A. and John R. Meyer. Going Private: The International Experience

with Transport Privatization. Washington: The Brookings Institution, 1993.

Henke, Cliff. "Public Transport Privatization: Outlook is Very Bright." Metro

Magazine, Annual Fact Book Issue, 1999 (issued October 1998).

Henke, Cliff. "The Business of Privatization." Mass Transit, August 1986.

"Infrastructure Privatization: Key to Development and Competitiveness." Fiscal Foci4S

(Comptroller. State of Illinois), September 1998. [Good introduction to privatization of

transit operations. Also contains interesting articles on other aspects of privatization.]

Ladner. Barbara. "Private Sector: Transit's Life Support System." Metropolitan

Conference on Public Transportation Research, June 5. 1992.

Lave, Charles and John Meyer, eds. Urban Transit: The Private Challenge to Public

Transportation. San Francisco: Pacific Institute for Policy Research, 1985. [Includes

essays by several transportation professionals involved with or otherwise supporting

privatization, including a piece by Milton Pikarsky and Christine Johnson. Pikarsky was

formerly Chicago's chief of public works and head of the Chicago Transit Authority

before becoming the first chairman of the RTA from 1975 through 1978. He spent much
of his distinguished career trying to better serve the metropolis through existing transit

institutions. Following his chairmanship, he reconsidered the ability of traditional

agencies to meet the public transportation needs of large cities, and concluded that a more

flexible approach was needed, with more use of private sector providers.]

Levine, Lenny. "Privatization Is Alive And Well." Metro Magazine, July-August 1994.

Levine, Lenny. "What Transit Managers Think About Contractors." Metro Magazine,

January-February 1997.

Milione, Vincenzo and William Campbell Graeub, eds. Innovative Public-Private Sector

Resource Management in Public Transportation: Results ofTwo 1982 Sessions.

Washington: Urban Mass Transportation Administration and Transportation Research

Board. 1985.

Pikarsky, Milton, and Christine M. Johnson. "After the Dust Settles: Transit in

Transition." Taxicab Management. Part 1, May 1982. Part 2, June 1982.

Pikarsky. Milton, and Christine M. Johnson. "Trends and Options for Increasing the

Role of the Private Sector in Urban Transportation." Journal ofAdvanced
Transportation, Summer 1983.

"Private Sector Involvement in Urban Transportation." Prepared by the Joint Center for

Urban Mobility Research, Houston, for the Federal Highway Administration and the



Urban Mass Transit Administration. Washington: US Department of Transportation,

December 1986.

Public Transport Report 1997/98. Hong Kong: Campden Publishing Ltd., 1997.

Robinson, Richard. "Improving road management capacity through commercialization."

Presented at the January 1 999 meeting of the Transportation Research Board,

Washington. [Discusses the potential efficiencies to be obtained through contracting out

different aspects of highway operations, but the message is readily transferable to mass

transit.]

Rodriguez, Daniel. "Expanding the Urban Transportation Infrastructure Through

Concession Agreements." Presented at the January 1999 meeting of the Transportation

Research Board, Washington, DC. [Illustrates the benefits of concession or franchise

arrangements, as opposed to deregulated competition.]

Roelofs, Steven. "Competitive Contracting as a Cost Containment Tool." Metropolitan

Conference on Public Transportation Research, June 3, 1988, University of Chicago.

Roth, Gabriel. "Private Sector Alternatives in Urban Transportation." Dallas: National

Center for Policy Analysis, January 1987.

Teal, Roger. "Transit Service Contracting: Experience and Issues." In Transportation

Research Record 1036. Washington: Transportation Research Board, 1985.

"Transit Labor Protection—A Guide to Section 13(c), Federal Transit Act." Transit

Cooperative Research Program, Legal Research Digest, No. 4, June 1995.

Tristano. Sandra. "The Tradition of Privatization in Public Transit." State & Local Law

News, Spring 1998.

US Department of Transportation. The Status ofthe Nation 's Local Mass

Transportation: Performance and Conditions. Report to Congress. Washington, June

23, 1989.

Van Der Aa, Terry. "Private Provision of a Public Service." Metropolitan Conference

on Public Transportation Research, University of Illinois at Chicago, June 7, 1996.

Walther, Erskine S. and Daniel S. Turner, eds. Region IV Transit Workshop: Harnessing

the Private Sector. Washington: US Department of Transportation, September 1988.

Williamson, David. "Company purchases: Keeping pace with buy-outs." Transport,

May-June 1989.



Wilson, Nigel H.M. "Organizational Options for Public Transportation in the U.S."

Conference on Competition and Ownership of Bus and Coach Services, Thredbo Village,

Australia, May 1-4, 1989.

Woodman. G. Kent. An Analysis ofLabor Issues Raised by the Subcontracting ofPublic

Transit Operations. Washington: US Department of Transportation, 1987.

CONTEXT FOR PRIVATIZATION
There are a number of articles, and even a few books, that provide a background for

considering how public-private partnerships can help improve transit in today's

metropolis. Although these works are not all about privatization, they help explain why

transportation agencies all over the world are trying to reinvent the provision of mass

transit.

Archibald, Neil "'Regulation and deregulation." In Regional Transport: Lessonsfor the

Future. Brussels: Union Internationale des Transports Publics, 1993

Bayliss, David. "Transport markets m the 1990s—The needs for regulation and

coordination." Public Transport International, January 1992.

Bendor, Jonathan B. Redundancy in Public Transit. Volume IV: Structure. Competition,

and Reliability in Planning and Operations. Prepared for US Department of

Transportation, Urban Mass Transit Administration. Berkeley, CA: University of

California, Institute of Urban and Regional Development, August 1980.

Cudahy, Brian J. Cash, Tokens, and Transfers: A History of Urban Mass Transit in

North America. New York: Fordham University Press, 1990. [A lively, comprehensive,

and eminently readable history of the industry.]

Jones, David. Urban Transit Policy: An Economic and Political History. Englewood

Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1985. [An excellent account of the interaction between politics

and finance in the transit industry.]

Laconte, Pierre. "Operators face new relationships with local authorities." In

Developing Metros 1992 (a Railway Gazette International yearbook).

Landau, Martin, Donald Chisholm, and Melvin M. Webber. Redundancy in Public

Transit. Volume I: On The Idea ofan Integrated Transit System. Prepared for US
Department of Transportation, Urban Mass Transit Administration. Berkeley, CA:
University of California, Institute of Urban and Regional Development, August 1980.

Lind, William S. "Paying for Performance." New Electric Railway Journal, Winter

1993. [An argument for linking pay with labor productivity in the transit industry.]



New Organizational Responses to the Changing Transit Environment. TRB Special

Report 217. Proceedings of a Conference, Norfolk, VA, December 2-4, 1987.

Washington: Transportation Research Board, 1988. [This is the definitive work about

such institutional changes as the separation of policy and operations—which has been in

force in northeastern Illinois since 1983.]

Orski, C. Kenneth. "The Outlook for Urban Transportation.'" In Lester A. Hoel, ed..

Innovative Financingfor Transportation: Practical Solutions and Experiences.

Washington: US Department of Transportation, April 1986.

Pikarsky, Milton, and Christine M. Johnson. "After the Dust Settles: Transit in

Transition." Taxicab Management. Part 1, May 1982. Part 2, June 1982.

Pucher, John. "Urban Public Transport in the United States: Recent Developments and

Policy Perspectives." Public Transport International, No. 3, 1993.

"Revitalizing Our Cities: Perspectives from American's New Breed of Mayors." Los

Angeles: Reason Foundation, March 1995.

Wachs, Martin. "America's Transit Subsidy Program: In Need of Reform." Los

Angeles: University of California, Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Planning,

1989.

Wachs, Martin. "Management Vs. Political Perspectives on Transit Policymaking."

Journal ofPlanning Education and Research, April 1 985. [This is one of the few

explicit discussions of the differences and the tension between a more businesslike

approach to transit management and a more politicized environment.]

Chicago

There is a long and rich history of transit in Chicagoland. Any discussion of the potential

of private provision of mass transit in Chicago must be based on an understanding of our

transit institutions and how we got to where we are today. Many of these references were

written not as a comprehensive overview, but are snapshots of a specific points in time.

Nevertheless, taken together, they tell a story of a region struggling to reach a balance

between many of the contradictory forces at work today.

Allen, John G. From Centralization to Decentralization: The Politics of Transit in

Chicagoland. Ph.D. thesis, MIT Department of Urban Studies and Planning, 1996.

[Covers a time frame from the 1890s up to the 1990s, but focuses on the formation of the

RTA and its early years, from 1970 up through 1983.]

Barrett, Paul. The Automobile and Urban Transit: The Formation ofPublic Policy in

Chicago. 1900-1930. Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1983. [Valuable

background for understanding the political failure of the private companies under state

regulation to develop a sustainable setup.]



Blaze, James Robert. "In Recognition of Services Rendered." Chicago Area

Transportation Study Research News. April 1969. [Discussion of Chicago & North

Western's suburban service modernization, and comparison ofC&NW fares with those

of other Chicagoland commuter railroads.]

Buck. Tom. "CTA: a noble experiment." Commerce (Chicago Association of

Commerce and Industry), September-October 1970.

Bullard. Thomas R. Illinois Rail Transit. Oak Park: privately published. 1987.

[Although lacking in narrative quality, contains large amounts of information about

corporate organization and legal history of private rail transit companies across Illinois.]

Christopher, Ed J., Matthew Rogus, and Siim Soot. Changes In the Direction of Urban

Travel for the Chicago Area, 1970 to 1990." Transportation Research Board Annual

Meeting, January 22-28, 1995.

Crisis and Solution: Public Transportation in Northeastern Illinois. Chicago: State of

Illinois, Task Force on a Public Transportation System for Northeastern Illinois, January

1973. [This report sets out a recommended structure and the rationale for what was to

become the RTA, as enacted in December 1973 by the Illinois General Assembly and

narrowly approved by the region's voters in March 1974.]

Cox. Wendell and Jean Love. "Rescuing Transit in Chicago: Redirecting CTA to Serve

Customers First." Oak Brook. IL: Metropolitan Transit Association, March 1998.

[Proposes an orderly transition to competitive contracting at the CTA.]

"CTA needs a new road map." Chicago Tribune, May 3, 1998.

Cummings, C. Philip, Mary J. Dedering. and Sarah J. LaBelle. "Definition and Analysis

of CTA Market Segments." Presented at the Metropolitan Conference on Public

Transportation Research, University of Chicago. June 3. 1988.

Davis, Shelley. "RTA Crisis: Not the first, but the worst." Illinois Issues, April 1981.

Fijal, Alan. "Chicago Rail Rapid Transit Development Between 1892 and 1983."

Chicago Area Transportation Study Research News, July 1983.

Gitz, Nina C. Regional Transportation Authority: Future Financing, Structure and
Operations. Chicago: Metropolitan Housing and Planning Council, December 1980.

[Suggested changes in the organizational structure of transit in Chicagoland that presaged

the 1983 RTA reforms.]

Hilkevitch, Jon. "Uneasy Riders: Reports of the CTA's death are greatly exaggerated."

Chicago Tribune, February 1, 1998.



Jarzab, James T., Thomas J. Radak, William Webb, and Ross Capaccio. "Private Sector

Bids for Transit Service: The Price is Right?" Metropolitan Conference on

Transportation Research, University of Illinois at Chicago, June 16, 1989.

Jarzab, James T. and William J. Reynolds. "UMTA and Pace: Policies on Competition."

Metropolitan Conference on Public Transportation Research, University of Chicago, May
29. 1987.

Krambles, George. "Transit Marketmg in Chicago." Chicago: Chicago Transit

Authority. April 1 970. [A discussion of CTA's outlook and aims a few years before the

creation of the RTA.]

Krambles, George and Art Peterson. CTA at 45. Oak Park: George Krambles Transit

Scholarship Foundation, 1993. [A comprehensive history, well illustrated with

photographs and maps, by one of Chicago's most distinguished transit officials.]

Kustra, Joyce. "The RTA chugs on." Illinois Issues. November 1977.

LaBelle, Sarah J. and Kenneth E. Dallmeyer. "Sense of Scale—Transit in the Chicago

Area." Metropolitan Conference on Public Transportation Research, University of

Illinois at Chicago, June 1 1, 1993.

Ladner, Barbara. "Private Sector: Transit's Life Support System." Metropolitan

Conference on Public Transportation Research, June 5, 1992.

Lee, Reed. "Regional Fare Policies and Technologies: An Overview for Northeastern

Illinois." Metropolitan Conference on Public Transportation Research, University of

Illinois at Chicago, June 11, 1993.

Legal History ofMass Transit Operations in Northeastern Illinois, 1900-1970. Chicago:

State of Illinois. Task Force on a Public Transportation System for Northeastern Illinois,

December 1, 1972. [Although this report is not widely known, it remains a definitive

history of public transportation institutions from the turn of the 20'^ century until the

coming of subsidies for transit operations.]

Lesser. James A. "Reading the future of the new RTA." Illinois Issues, December 1984.

Malone, Frank. "Can Chicago get its act together?" Railway Age, November 1986.

McCracken, Thomas J., Jr. Remarks for delivery. City Club of Chicago, May 27. 1998.

[The RTA's policy statement on why Chicagoland needs competitive contracting in

transit operations, and what guiding principles should be followed.]

Miller, Bryan. "Can You Get There From Here? Q & A: Robert Belcaster on the Future

of the CTA." Chicago Reader, December 11. 1992.



Moffat, Bruce. The "L": The Development ofChicago's Rapid Transit System, ]888-

1932. Chicago: Central Electric Railfans' Association, 1993.

"Mosena Says CTA Financial Outlook Grim: Agency Must Reinvent Itself for the 21^'

Century." News release, Chicago Transit Authority, August 1, 1996.

"A new deal for RTA commuters." Railway Age, November 1 984.

Nigut, Bill. "Railroading the RTA." Chicago Journalism Review, May 1974. [A

critique of the Chicago newspapers' coverage of the RTA referendum.]

Paaswell, Robert E. "Tel Aviv Transit Authority: A Proposed Structure."

Transportation Quarterly. Spring 1997. [Paaswell, a former CTA president, uses the

Chicago RTA and the New York MTA as models for Tel Aviv's poorly-coordinated

transit operations.]

Pikarsky, Milton. Urban Transportation Policy and Management . Lexington, MA: D.C.

Heath, 1976. [Contains a discussion of the creation of the RTA and the problems then

faced by the agency from the standpoint of its first chairman.]

Rakove, Milton. "RTA: the old combinations don't work anymore." Illinois Issues, May
1981.

Ross, Diane. "Tying the strings to the RTA." Illinois Issues, January 1984.

"RTA Today." CTA Quarterly, Spring 1975.

Rubenstein, Gary R. and Kenneth E. Dallmeyer. "Peer Comparisons: An Examination of

Recent Transit Performance Measures for CTA, Metra, and Pace." Metropolitan

Conference on Public Transportation Research, University of Illinois at Chicago, June 1 1,

1993.

"Saving the CTA." Chicago Guide, May 1972. [Article series in this issue gives a good

idea of the issues in the years immediately preceding the formation of the RTA.]

Spielman, Fran and Gilbert Jimenez. "Special bus service for seniors proposed."

Chicago Sun-Times, October 15, 1998.

Schroeder, Werner W. Metropolitan Transit Research Study. Chicago: Chicago Transit

Authority, circa 1956. [For many years, this was a definitive work about the CTA and

transit in Chicagoland.]

Tecson, Joseph A. "The RTA in Northeastern Illinois." Chicago Bar Record. Parti,

May-June 1975. Part 2, July-August 1975. [One of the best published accounts of the

politics surrounding the creation of the RTA.]



Wendt, William F., Jr. "Stop Idding Around!" Metropolitan Conference on Public

Transportation Research, University of Illinois at Chicago, June 17, 1994. [A highly

incisive analysis of the perceived excesses of community organizations with regard to

transit capital planning, particularly in the context of the 1993 decision to rebuild the

Green Lme "L".]

Yago, Glenn. The decline oftransit: Urban transportation in German and U.S. cities.

1900-1970. Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1984. [A comparison of
20"^ century transit policy in Frankfurt and Chicago.]

Young, David. "Chicago: How One City Coped with Transit's Rude Reawakening."

Mass Transit, September 1985. [A brief but comprehensive account of the RTA's
financial crisis of the early 1980s and the state's response with the 1983 reforms.]

Young, David. Chicago Transit: An Illustrated History. DeKalb, IL: Northern Illinois

University Press, 1998. [A very good, comprehensive overview of transit in Chicago

from its earliest days up to the present. Promises to be the definitive general history in its

field for the foreseeable future.]

Young, David. "The Influence of Politics on Mass Transportation in Chicago, 1818-

1985. Metropolitan Conference on Public Transportation Research, University of

Chicago. June 19, 1986. [One of the best overviews in existence—and all too brief.]

Young, David. "Transit's Fiscal Fiasco: Looking for a Way Out." Mass Transit, July

1981 . [Written just before the full onset of the RTA's financial crisis in 1982, this article

examines the causes leading to the crisis.]

Zavattero, David A. "A Comparative Cost Study of Alternative Provider and Vehicle

Options for the Hammond Transit System." Metropolitan Conference on Public

Transportation Research, University of Chicago, June 3, 1988.

Separation of Policy and Operations in Other Cities

Several other cities have placed their transit operations and policy making into separate

organizations (as Chicago did in 1983 with the rededication of the RTA to its core role as

a financial oversight, planning, and transit advocacy agency). Some of these cities have

outsourced parts of their operations and therefore have separate bibliographic listings

(Los Angeles, Minneapolis-St. Paul, London, and Stockholm). Detroit and Dublin, on

the other hand, have so far limited their institutional changes to the separation of policy

and operations.

Detroit and Dublin, like Chicago, have placed responsibility for policy guidance and

service provision in separate organizations. Although Dublin's CIE (Coras lompair

Eireann—Irish Transport Company) is a "holding company" organization in charge of

operating subsidiaries in a manner comparable to the RTA vis-a-vis the service boards,

Detroit's Regional Transit Coordinating Committee is simply a board without an agency



staff to support its activities.' London and Stockholm (discussed below at greater length)

have not only separated their policy and operating functions, but have also privatized

much of their operations through competitive contracting. The following works cover

not only the changes in Detroit and Dublin, but also the historical background leading up

to the decisions to reallocate institutional responsibility for transit.

"Dublin Transit: No Laughing Matter.'' Mass Transit, May 1981.

"Eire: Taking a new line." Transport, June 1985. [Summarizes the creation of CIE's

operating subsidiaries Bus Atha Cliath (Dublin Bus), Bus Eireann (Irish Bus), and

lamrod Eireann (Irish Rail).]

Flanagan, P.J. and C.B. Mac An tSaoir. Dublin 's Buses. Dublin: Transport Research

Associates, 1968. [Includes a historical account of transit service in Dublin prior to

consolidation into the unified CIE system.]

Glazer, Tamar N., Jonathan Levine. and Steven E. Underwood. "The Role of

Institutional Issues in SMART'S Implementation of ITS." Intelligent Transportation

Society of America meeting, Detroit, May 4-7, 1998. [Includes a discussion of the

institutional setup of transit in southeastern Michigan.]

Henning, William H., ed. Detroit: Its Trolleys and Interurbans. Eraser, MI: Michigan

Transit Museum, 1976.

Higgins, John F. "Railways in Ireland." ZVa^^/^or?, March-April 1 980.

"Profile: G.T. Paul Conlon." Transport, December 1989. [Describes the role of the

president of CIE, Ireland's state transportation company, in the separation of policy and

operations into separate units.]

Schramm, Jack E. and William H. Henning. When Eastern Michigan Rode the Rails: The

Rapid Railway and Detroit-Port Huron by Rail. Ship, Bus. Glendale, CA: Interurban

Press, 1986. [From the 1900s through the mid- 1920s, Detroit had a unified, investor-

owned system mcluding street railways and interurbans. This book covers the rise and

fall of Detroit United Railways and its successors, up through the creation and early years

of the Southeastern Michigan Transportation Authority (SEMTA).]

Wolfe, Julien. "Detroit: What Went Wrong?" New Electric Railway Journal, Summer
1995. [Discusses the failure of city and suburban interests to agree on a rail transit line,

or any other regional transit agenda for the Detroit area.]

The Regional Transit Coordinating Committee hires a law firm to handle its paperwork between

meetings.
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GOOD TRANSIT PRACTICE
Privatization's value is that it enables transit systems to provide more and better service

for the same budget. This is why the RTA is supporting the privatization concept as part

of its role as an advocate for regional transit. Competitive contracting brings improved

service more closely within the region's reach.

There are many benefits of a modem, coordinated, well-run transit system which

privatization can help preserve and enhance—if done properly. It is important to

recognize these benefits, both as goals worth pursuing in their own right, and as aims

which can be achieved in a more cost-effective manner by harnessing the energy of the

private sector. At the same time, providing these benefits requires ongoing supervision

and planning within a solid and stable institutional framework.

Bonsall, John. "Towards a fairer and more effective fare system? The Ottawa experience

of time of day services." UITP Revue, May 1988. [Describes Ottawa's adoption of time-

of-day pricing, with the base fare during rush hours being twice that of off-peak periods.

Rush-hour fares rose substantially and off-peak fares were reduced in this attempt to have

the fares for different market segments more closely reflect the true costs of providing

service.]

Brouwer, P. "Integration of public transport in the Netherlands." UITP Revue, ^o. 1,

1982.

Carter, Douglas and Cyndy Pollan. "A Joint Effort: Multi-Operator Fare Integration."

Mass Transit. September-October 1992. [Discusses efforts in Los Angeles.]

Cervero, Robert. "Urban Transit in Canada: Integration and Innovation at Its Best."

Transportation Quarterly, July 1986.

"Co-Ordination in Urban Transport. Summary of a Paper by Lord Ashfield at the

Electric Railway Association Convention, Cleveland, Ohio." Railway Gazette,

November 5. 1926. [Thoughts from the future president of London Transport on the need

for services to mesh from the consumer's perspective.]

Curry, Keith D. and R. Alexander Burnett. "Drive Now, Pay Later: Ideas on Optimum

Management of Transit Financing." Bus World, Winter 1991-92.

Girdhar, Ravi. "Principles & Merits of Ontario's Transit Funding Approach." APTA
Annual Meeting, Los Angeles. Toronto: Ontario Ministry of Transportation and

Communications, 1985. [Now rendered somewhat out of date by provincial budget cuts,

this paper nevertheless provides a clear description of a well thought-out policy that

provided adequate financial support for transit while holding local governments

accountable for cost overruns.]

Gray, George E. and Lester A. Hoel. Public Transportation: Planning, Operations, and

Management. Englewood Cliffs. N.J. : Prentice-Hall, 1979.
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Homburger, Wolfgang, S. and Vukan R. Vuchic. "Transit federation—a solution for

service integration." UITP Revue,No.2, 1972. [Describes voluntary alliances between

operators on a regionwide basis.]

Lake, Michael. "Transfers." Bus World, Summer \993.

Miller, Luther. "Transit's quest for quality." Railway Age, September 1990.

Miller, Luther. "What makes Toronto Transit different." Railway Age, October 1986.

Nelson, D. "Information to passengers in a multioperator environment." Public

Transport International, No. 6, 1994.

Omstein, Scott. "The Bee-Line System." Bus World, Summer 1996^ [Westchester

County, NY has a well-regarded, seamless bus system operated under contract by several

private companies.]

Pucher, John and Stefan Kurth. "Verkehrsverbund: the success of regional public

transport in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland." Transport Policy, No. 4, 1996.

[Explains the advantages of voluntary transit federations in northern European cities.]

Runkel, Martin. "Co-ordination between public authorities and transport operators."

Public Transport International, No. 3, 1996.

"System Changes Fixed Routes to Variation of Demand-Response: Hamilton, OH saves

36% on mileage with 6 curb-to-curb routes." Metro Magazine, July-August 1993.

Takyi, Isaac K. "Total Quality Management: A Service Strategy for the '90s and

Beyond." ITE Journal, March 1995.

Vuchic, Vukan R. Urban Public Transportation Systems and Technology. Englewood

Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1981 . [A definitive and comprehensive reference, with many
instances of best practices with regard to technical and design aspects.]

Vuchic, Vukan R., R. Clarke, M. Fenton, M. Lu, and T. Potter. Train Crew Reduction

for Increased Productivity ofRail Transit. Washmgton: U.S. Department of

Transportation, February 1982. [Since this report was issued, urban transit operators

such as the Chicago Transit Authority have made one-person operation of older rapid

transit lines standard procedure. Nevertheless, this report sets forth clearly what are the

maximum levels of productivity capable of being reached on rail transit systems.]

Wachs, Martin. "Can Transit Be Saved? Of Course It Can!" Keynote address.

Metropolitan Conference on Public Transportation Research, University of Illinois at

Chicago, June 5, 1992. Los Angeles: University of California, Graduate School of

Architecture and Urban Planning, 1992.
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Wolinsky. Julian. "Defining the ride." Bus World, ¥a\\\994. [Traveler information for

transit customers in Los Angeles.]

Wolinsky, Julian. "Integrated Transit: Toronto has proven the concept since 1921." Bus

World. Summer 1989.

Wolinsky, Julian, "San Diego: Focused on the Customer." Bus World, Sprmg 1994.

Wolinsky, Julian. "The Buses of GO." Bus World, ¥a\\ \989. [Suburban bus and train

coordination in Toronto.]

Young, David. "Toronto: Taking the Lead Again." Mass Transit, November 1980.

PARATRANSIT
Regular fixed-route service is not appropriate for all potential transit markets. Where

travel demand is moderate and fluctuating in nature, paratransit, with its ability to serve

customers locally on short notice, may be better suited than conventional bus service.

The more flexible nature of paratransit may be coupled with the cost-effectiveness of

competitive contracting to create a new, innovative approach to service provision. The

paratransit articles listed here include both authorized and illegal paratransit services, to

indicate the wide range of possibilities and to show how a well-planned paratransit

operation can help fit in with broader regional transit goals. We are not endorsing all of

the approaches described in these articles, which we are listing simply to show the range

of thinking and experience.

Boyle, Daniel K. "Jitney Enforcement Strategies in New York City." In Transportation

Research Record \433. Washington: Transportation Research Board, 1994. [Public

authority responses to illegal van services.]

Buisson, Christian. "Abraysie Bus: one year's service in greater Orleans." Public

Transport International, 'No. \, 1995.

Eckert, Ross D. and George W. Hilton. "The Jitneys." Journal ofLaw and Economics,

October 1972. [History of the rise and fall of this mode due to regulation in the 1910s.

Note that the RTA does not endorse such jitney operating practices as driving with little

or no insurance, and handling passengers at stops authorized for the use of transit

vehicles only.]

"Jitneys Return: The L.A. Jitney Service quickly sprang into life during the SCRTD
strike." Bus World. February 1980. [Van service during Los Angeles bus strike.]

Kirby, Ronald F. "Involving Private Route Associations in Public Transit." Washington:

The Urban Institute, July 1986



Peterson, Bo E. "Demand-Reponsive Public Transport." Public Transport International,

No. 1, 1995.

Read, Brendan. "Illegal—but working." Mass Tran^/Y, November-December 1991.

[Discusses illegal van service in New York City.]

Reid, Torin. "Poaching Passengers: Establishment buses compete with jitney vans in

parts ofNew York." Bus World, Summer 1995.

Rosenbloom, Sandra. "Taxis, Jitneys and Poverty." Transportation and Poverty

Conference, June 7-8, 1968. Brookline, MA: American Academy of Arts and Sciences,

1968.

Steinberg, David H. "Still Cruising." Bus World, May 1982. [Jitney service in

Chattanooga.]

"System Changes Fixed Routes to Variation of Demand-Response: Hamilton, OH saves

36% on mileage with 6 curb-to-curb routes." Metro Magazine, July-August 1993.

Van Wesemael, Hugo. "De Lijn: demand-responsive transport." Public Transport

International, 'Ho. 1, 1995.

Wilkins, Van. "OmniLink: A Ride For All Reasons." Bus World, Fall 1995.

SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF PRIVATIZATION
There are different ways to privatize transit operations: by operating function, and by

geographic area (such as bus route bus garage or rapid transit line). Furthermore,

different packages can be assembled for privatization based on both functional and

geographic lines. Not only can the private sector be invited to participate in transit

operations, but sometimes firms can be attracted to invest in capital improvements—as

with build-operate-transfer, a form of privatization which is currently attracting interest.

Build-Operate-Transfer

Turnkey projects range from design-build to build-operate-transfer (BOT) and design-

build-operate-maintain (DBOM). These different types of contracts have one thing in

common,, however—they allow transportation agencies to gam access to technologies

beyond their current organizational capabilities and bring private investors into the transit

industry as partners. In our region, the proposed Personal Rapid Transit line in Rosemont
is an example of a turnkey project, where the contractor is offering to provide proprietary

fixed-guideway technology to the RTA for operation by a new Rosemont transit district.

Aubriot, Jean Marie. "Tough talk on turnkey." Railway Age, September 1991.

Duffy, Jim. "Inside New Jersey Transit's $1.1 billion Hudson-Bergen DBOM Light Rail

Project." Mass Transit, September-October 1998.
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Federal Transit Administration. "FTA Turnkey Demonstration Program." Washington,

n.d.. circa 1995.

Hellawell, Andrew. "Concessionaire prepares to launch the Arlanda Express." Railway

Gazette International, August 1998. [New rail service to Stockholm's airport.]

Henke, Cliff. 'Tren Urbano is on Track to Deliver for Puerto Rico, U.S." Metro

Magazine, September-October 1998.

Hughes, Murray. "Heathrow Express off to flying start." Railway Gazette International,

August 1998.

Middleton, William D. "Baltimore LRT: An intermodal, design-build triumph." Railway

Age, October 1997.

Middleton, William D. "NJ Transit chooses super-turnkey." Railway Age, February

1997.

Vigrass, J.William and Sergio L. Gonzalez. "The International Nature of the Tren

Urbano Project of San Juan, Puerto Rico, USA." Presented at the Transportation

Research Board Aimual Meeting, January 1999.

Railroad Privatization

Commuter rail is part of the family of transit service in Chicagoland. Commuter rail

depends on the railroad industry for its existence and its future—and the railroad industry

is in a state of flux around the world. In the US, the most recent round of major railroad

acquisitions has brought the number of large systems down to six. In other countries,

nationalized railroads are being sold or franchised to the private sector, as governments

find themselves unable to afford owning, operating, and renewing rail systems—

a

situation comparable to that facing the transit industry in our region and elsewhere.

Some jurisdictions have responded to financial pressures by selling their rail lines

outright. In North America, BC Rail (formerly owned by the Canadian province of

British Columbia) has been privatized since the 1980s. A much more dramatic sale to the

private sector occurred in the mid-1990s, when Canada's federal government sold its

interest in Canadian National (and obtained substantially more money from the sale than

officials had anticipated).

With an outright sale, the government transfers permanent control of a railroad to

investors. (Although this may be an option for freight railroads, this is not a strategy we

see as appropriate for regional transit in Chicagoland, as there would be no guarantee of

continued service if a private operator failed to earn a profit). Long-term franchising is

an alternative to selling the system—and is more applicable to transit, particularly as the

Buenos Aires experience (described below) shows. Many countries, particularly in Latin

America, are seeking the benefits of privatization (both in terms of immediate income

and greater long-run efficiency for the national economy) without the complete loss of
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control that a sale would entail. Taking the view that government-owned railroads are

national assets whose potential can best be developed in partnership with the private

sector, governments are granting long-term franchises to private companies—up to 30

years in Argentina, and 50 years in Mexico.

The franchise holders often have to make substantial investments to bring long-neglected

properties up to modem standards. But if the contract is structured properly (and if there

is a sound economic justification for the railroad in the first place), quality bidders are

willing to put money into their railroads—as Mexico, New Zealand, and Argentina have

shown. Once the franchise expires, the system and all the improvements made to it revert

to the government, which is free to put it out to bid again if it chooses.

Rail franchises worldwide have attracted high-profile bidders—including several leading

US railroads. Burlington Northern & Santa Fe is part of a consortium in Argentina;

Mexican rail franchises include participation by Kansas City Southern and Union Pacific,

and Wisconsin Central is operating in Britain, the Australian state of Tasmania, and New
Zealand—and has recently won a concession for Jordan's Amman-Aqaba Railway. In

Argentina and Mexico, US railroads have upgraded neglected tracks, replaced outdated

signal systems, added new locomotives, and improved maintenance practices.

Berchesi, Juan. "The Recovery of the Railroad in Uruguay." In Jose Carbajo, ed..

Regulatory Reform in Transport: Some Recent Experiences. Washington: World Bank,

1993.

Blue, Steven. "Mexico: Three Executives, Three Executive Challenges." Progressive

Railroading, August 1998.

Foran, Pat. "Mexico: Privatization of Mexico's rail system already is paying off—and

not just in pesos." Progressive Railroading, August 1998.

Foran, Pat. "Mexico: Where Supply is in Demand." Progressive Railroading, August

1998.

Foran, Pat. "Mexico: Terminal with a Multi-Track Mind." Progressive Railroading,

November 1998.

Garibotto. Enrique. "Investment plus staff savings puts moribund network on track to

profit." Railway Gazette International, May 1995. [Describes developments in

Argentina.]

Pipan, Marcos. "Argentina: North Meets South." Railway Age, Vehmaxy 1994.

Popke, Michael. "South America: Upping the Ante." Progressive Railroading, January

1999.
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Richter, Frank. "Latin America returns to the basics." Progressive Railroading, August

1998.

Richter, Frank. "The Rise of Latin Rail." Progressive Railroading, January 1999.

[Discusses developments in Argentina.]

Thompson. Louis. "Railroad Mergers: The End of History?" In Frank N. Wilner.

Railroad Mergers: History. Analysis. Insight. Omaha: Simmons-Boardman, 1997.

[Discusses privatization as the response of government-owned railroads to the same

pressures resulting in massive railroad mergers in the US in the 1990s.]

Vantuono, William. "Ed Burkhardt: World-class by any measure." Railway Age,

January 1999. [Discusses accomplishments of Wisconsin Central's chief executive

officer, including the railroad's overseas activities.]

Vantuono, William. "Mexico's railroads prepare to go private." Railway Age, November

1995.

Vantuono. William. "Railway Privatization: Mexico's Newest Revolution." Railfan &
Railroad, March 1999. [Even though this appears in a magazine aimed at railroad

enthusiasts, the article is worthwhile reading for transportation professionals. With its

comprehensive overview and careful descriptions, this piece may be the best introduction

to Mexico's rail franchising.]

Separation of Railroad Infrastructure and Operations

Traditionally, railroads have been thought of as integrated businesses, and many are

being privatized on that basis, particularly in the Western Hemisphere. But the European

Union, in a directive aimed at making the budgetary processes of its members more

transparent, has mandated that at least for accounting purposes, national railways be

divided into separate units for track and infrastructure ownership on the one hand, and

train operations on the other. The European Union has not required privatization of

either rail sector, but separate accounting for tracks and trains is the minimum

requirement for compliance with E.U. regulations.

Some countries have implemented more sweeping changes, particularly Sweden and

Britain.^ Although the creation of separate infrastructure and train operation

' Not all of the European nations implementing infrastructure separation are EU members, or even

candidates for EU membership in the foreseeable future. As an example of the growing influence of the

Western European template beyond the European Union, Romania has opted for infrastructure separation.

The November 1998 issue of Railway Gazette International reports that Caile Ferate Romane—a national

railroad not previously known as an innovator—has been broken up into an infrastructure company and

four operatmg companies (all government-owned, at least for the time being). The February 1999 issue of

Railway Age announced that Poland's PKP will be split into operating and inft-astructure companies, with

an eye towards privatization in 2000.
' Sweden's 1989 decision to create separate organizations for tracks and operations antedates both the

European Union's directive requiring infrastructure separation and Sweden's successful application to join

the EU.



organizations is not tlie same thing as privatization, it can be implemented along with

privatization, as has been done with Britain's rail franchising. (Wisconsin Central is the

British freight franchise holder—showing that North American rail transportation

expertise can hold its own in the most competitive venues of the global marketplace.)

Sweden is also moving towards bidding out franchises for train operation, on a more

gradual basis than in Britain.

Drawing on the concept of infrastructure separation is the open access movement in the

US, which would grant access to competing railroads over route sections where

monopoly abuses can be shown. Many shippers, particularly firms affected by operating

difficulties on Union Pacific since 1997. are in favor of open access, but the railroads are

firmly opposed. In conceptual terms, open access (which the railroad industry opposes)

seeks a partial separation of track ownership and train operation.

One important difference between European infrastructure operation and calls for open

access in the US is that the open access movement is seeking changes in the organization

of private industry, rather than overhauling nationalized railways. Also, railroad

passengers are expected to experience changes directly with the opening of national

railways to multiple operators of passenger trains, as has already happened with British

rail franchising. In the US. open access would expand the choices available to shippers

without necessarily affecting rail . Nevertheless, open access, if implemented, would be

an important issue for all commuter rail operations using track owned by freight railroads

(including Metra's services on Union Pacific and Burlington Northern & Santa Fe), and

would also affect Metra-owned lines where freight trains also operate (as on Metra's

Rock Island and Milwaukee Districts).

There has yet to emerge any serious proposal for infrastructure separation in rail transit

operations. The volume of transit ridership in busy corridors requires very intensive

service, which may not be compatible with introducing multiple operators on the same

track. Such different services as freight, commuter, and intercity passenger trains

commonly use busy railroad tracks in and near large cities, but most rail transit lines

usually see one type of service, often with only one routing and pattern of station stops.

The European Union has acknowledged this distinction by specifically exempting urban,

suburban, and regional rail passenger services from its infrastructure separation

The open access movement has yet to agree on resolutions to the serious questions of operating control

and train priority. If open access is to become reality, methods will have to be found for allocating track

space, prioritizing among different users, and determining which types of trains take priority—and these

methods will have to be capable of regular use by train dispatchers. As Thompson and Stephan (cited

below) explain. "Rail infrastructure is simply not as flexible as that of other modes and ... using more than

a small percentage of its capacity requires central control in order to ensure safety and efficiency.

Individual users cannot simply cruise at will." These factors probably explain why infrastructure

separation has not been proposed for rail transit in either the public or private sectors. Another issue that

open access advocates have yet to address in a convincing manner is how costs of track maintenance are to

be allocated among different train operators, given the fact that wear and tear on tracks increases with train

weight and speed. For a discussion of the variable costs associated with the intensity of train operations,

see "Do North American Railroads Understand Their Costs? Implications for Strategic Decision Making:,

by Randolph Resor and Gregory Thompson, paper presented at the 1999 Annual Meeting of the

Transportation Research Board.
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requirements (although the distinction between main Une railroading and metropolitan

transit is not as sharp in Europe as in the US). These readings provide an introduction to

the separation of rail operations from track ownership.

Bowers. Philip. "Commercialisation, local and international access on the rails." Public

Transport International, 'Ho. 1, 1995.

Charlton, Clive, Richard Gibb, and Theresa Lowndes. "Rail privatization and local

authority reorganization." Journal of Transport Geography, No. 3, 1995. [Discusses

interactions between franchised rail services and local governments in Britain.]

Cole, Stuart. "Rail privatisation: what will be the outcome?" Transport, July-August

1993. [Discussion of British developments.]

Faraday, Mary. "British Rail: A verdict on privatization?" Mass Transit, November-

December 1997.

Hellawell, Andrew. "SJ seeks opportunities at home and abroad." Railway Gazette

International, August 1998. [Sweden's tram operator (and formerly unified state railway

Statens Jarnvagar) adapts to a more competitive environment.]

Hope, Richard. "Railtrack reshapes Thameslink 2000." Railway Gazette International,

January 1997. [Interaction between Britain's rail infrastructure authority and planned

commuter service through the heart of central London.]

Hope, Richard. "We need competition—and co-operation too." Railway Gazette

International, February 1999. [Report on interview with the director of Nederlandse

Spoorwegen Cargo.]

Hughes, Murray. "Freight mergers herald the end of Europe's national railway

structures." Railway Gazette International, Vobruaxy 1999. [Includes thoughts from the

director of Deutsche Bahn Cargo, AG.]

Hylen, Bertil. "Franchised rail services in Sweden." Public Transport International, No.

1, 1997.

Jackson, Chris. "Sweden's track authority sparks a quiet revolution." Railway Gazette

International, K^n\ 1989.

Jahanshahi, Makeda F. "The US railroad industry and open access." Transport Policy,

No. 5, 1998. [Written from an economics perspective sympathetic to the claims of

shippers, this article nevertheless fails to address operating issues that would need to be

resolved for open access to work.]

Joy, Stewart. "Public and Private Railways." Journal of Transport Economics and

Policy, ianuaxy 1998. [Discussion of developments in Britain.]
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Knowles, Richard D. "Passenger rail privatization in Great Britain and its implications,

especially for urban areas." Journal ofTransport Geography, No. 2, 1998.

Mackett, Roger L. "Railways in London." Transport Reviews, No. 1, 1995.

Read. Brendan. "The proposed privatization of British Rail." Mass Transit, May-June

1993.

Thompson, Louis S. and Helene Stephan. "Infrastructure separation: what have we
learned so far?" Rail Business Report 1998 (a Railway Gazette International yearbook).

Vernon, Wes. "Edward R. Hamberger: Gearing up for Rail's Big Fights m 1999." Rail

News, December 1998. [Describes the efforts of the Association of American Railroads

in opposition to open access.]

White, Peter. "Impacts of rail privatization in Britain." Transport Reviews, No. 2, 1998.

[Examines Britain's rail franchising system, particularly in terms of its financial impacts.]

Transit-Oriented Development and Other Public-Private Partnerships

In addition to other techniques specifically described above, there are a variety of other

methods for harnessing the benefits of private participation in mass transit in addition to

outsourcing for transit operations. These should be considered not as substitutes for

private sector service provision, but as additional ways to help make the region's tax

dollars work harder—and smarter.

Transit-Oriented Development (TOD), a major RTA initiative of recent years, is also a

form of public-private partnership with enormous potential to help transit not only

through the creation of new revenue streams, but also by increasing ridership. TOD has

the effect of making transit more attractive to customers because where they live, work,

and shop will be closer to bus routes, "L" stops, and commuter railroad stations.

Allen, .Tohn G. "Public-Private .Toint Development at Rapid Transit Stations."

Transportation Quarterly, July 1986.

Arrington, G.B. "At Work in the Field of Dreams: Light Rail and Smart Growth in

Portland." Portland: Tri-Met, September 1998. [The director of strategic planning for

Portland's highly-regarded transit system explains his region's approach to coordinated

transit / land use planning around light rail stations.]

Bowker, Richard. "Northern Line trains—a successful private financing." Public

Transport International, No. 5, 1995. [Innovafive financing methods in London.]

Hook, Patrick. "Ticket to ride." ITS International, September-October 1998.

Gioe, Joseph M. "Privatization goes public." Railway Age, October 1989.
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Laconte, Pierre. "Public service and private risk: Some UK rail partnerships." Public

Transport International, 'Ho. 1. 1997.

"London smartcard concession signed." Railway Gazette International, September 1998.

Middleton. William D. "Baltimore LRT: An intermodal, design-build triumph." Railway

y4ge, October 1997.

Porter, Douglas. "Transit-Focused Development and Light Rail Systems: The Lite

Connection." In Transportation Research Record 1623. Washington: Transportation

Research Board, 1998.

Ridley, Tony M. and John Fawkner. "Benefit sharing: the funding of urban transport

through contributions from external beneficiaries." Brussels: Union Internationale des

Transports Publics, 1987. [Discusses joint development and benefit assessment districts

in conjunction with rapid transit in downtown areas.]

Ross, Bruce. "All Aboard at Allied Junction!" Mass Transit. April 1990. [A proposed

joint development project at Secaucus Transfer, a New Jersey Transit commuter rail

station now under construction without the participation of the private firm as described

in the article.]

Tarr, R.J. "Private Finance and Light Rail." Public Transport International, No. 4,

1994.

"Why not sell off the infrastructure as well?" Railway Gazette International, January

1998.

PRIVATIZATION EXPERIENCES—DOMESTIC
Although the U.S. is not yet a world leader in transit privatization, there are several

positive experiences with the outsourcing of transit operations. Privatization has been

made to work in several U.S. cities, and these articles and reports explain how they have

done it.

Kirby, Ronald F. "Experience with Competitive Transit in the United States." UITP
Revue, No. 1, 1987.

Kirby, Ronald F. "Involving Private Route Associations in Public Transit." Washington:

The Urban Institute, July 1986.

Lave, Charles and John Meyer, eds. Urban Transit: The Private Challenge to Public

Transportation. San Francisco: Pacific Institute for Policy Research, 1985.
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Miller. Gerald K. and James J. McLary. "Competing for Suburban Services: A
Challenge for Transit Managers." Washington: The Urban Institute, July 1985. [Sets

forth a useable strategy for contracting out of suburban bus services, and describes

privatization in the Washington and Kansas City areas.]

Rice Center. Private Sector Involvement in Urban Transportation: Case Studies.

Washington: US Department of Transportation, December 1986. Report DOT-I-87-09.

Wilson, Nigel H.M. "Organizational Options for Public Transportation in the U.S."

Conference on Competition and Ownership of Bus and Coach Services, Thredbo Village,

Australia. May 1-4. 1989.

Wolinsky. Julian. "Laidlaw Transportation Ltd.: Champion of Privatization." Bus

World, Sprmg 1989.

Boston

Sometimes failure can teach valuable lessons just as much as success. Such is the case

with Boston's ambitious plans for outsourcing bus operations, which came to grief in

1996-97. Critical factors included not only an unfortunate short-term perspective on the

part of labor and unhelpful behavior on the part of the Massachusetts state auditor (a

critical elected official), but also a failure on the part of the state government and the

management of the transit system to explain to the public how private operation would

have provided more value for taxpayers and customers. RTA Chairman Thomas J.

McCracken. Jr.. in his May 1998 address on the subject of privatization, has urged a

proactive, win-win approach that learns from the mistakes made in Boston.

Gomez-Ibaiiez. Jose A. "Big-City Transit Ridership. Deficits, and Politics: Avoiding

Reality in Boston."" Journal ofthe American Planning Association, Winter 1996.

Gower, Timothy. "The T: on track for the '90s?"" Boston Phoenix, November 20, 1992.

Lass, Herb. "Boston's public transport—no tea party."" Transport, January-February

1981.

Melia, Robert M. 'Missing the Bus: The Fight to Contract Privately for MBTA Bus

Service."" Boston: Pioneer Institute for Public Policy Research, 1998. Available on the

Internet at <www.pioneerinstitute.ora/piopaper/biis.htm>.

Pace. Tiffany. "MBTA Privatization Called 'Most Aggressive' in Transit History."

Metro Magazine, September-October 1 996.

Read. Brendan. "Despite Bizarre Funding and Politics. Boston Modernizes Regional

Transit.'" Me/ro Magozme. November-December 1994.

Tristano. Sandra. "The Tradition of Privatization in Transit.'" State & Local Law News,

Spring 1998.
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Denver

In contrast to Boston, Denver's privatization initiative succeeded because proponents

lined up legislative support before moving forward, and guaranteed that privatization

would be accomplished without layoffs (one of the RTA's fundamental principles).

Cox, Wendell, Janet Kraus, and Subhash Mundle. "Competitive Contracting of Transit

Services: Denver Experience.'' Presented at the 76"^ Annual Meeting of the

Transportation Research Board, Washington, January 1997.

Love, Jean. "Colorado's competitive contracting mandate produces long-term savings

for Denver RTD." Bus Ride, July 1991

.

Peskin, Robert L., Subhash R. Mundle, and Scott D. Buhrer. 'Transit Privatization in

Denver: Experience in First Year." In Transportation Research Record 1349.

Washington: Transportation Research Board, 1992.

Peskin, Robert L.. Subhash R. Mundle, and P.K. Varma. "Transit Privatization in

Denver: Experience in the Second Year" In Transportation Research Record 1349.

Washington: Transportation Research Board, 1992.

Las Vegas

Although Las Vegas is not a major metropolis on the same scale as Chicago, it is an

example of a transit system being privately operated under public supervision.

"ATC/Vancom has let the CAT out of the bag in Las Vegas." Bus Ride, March 1993.
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Although British bus deregulation has been studied at great length, its impacts have been

particularly significant in the northern English city of Newcastle. The first segment of

Newcastle's new light rail rapid transit Metro opened in 1980, starting a movement
towards greater coordination among different transit services.^ At the time of

deregulation in 1 986, Newcastle was moving towards a coordinated, seamless system

comparable with those in German, Dutch, and Scandinavian cities. Newcastle's Metro,

largely using former commuter rail alignments and stations, allowed the transit authority

to realign many of its bus routes as feeders to the train.

One of the reasons why the British government took drastic action with bus deregulation

in 1 986 was the widespread deficits in many cities, where local authorities were

Newcastle's rail transit lines operate in a subway in the city center, but outside downtown they run on

former commuter railroad rights-of-way, in much the same way that Metra Electric is a self-contained rail

transit line on a railroad alignment.
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Buenos Aires

After decades of stagnation and disinvestment, the transit system of Buenos Aires is now

on the cutting edge of innovative developments as private companies invest in rail transit

rehabilitation under 30-year operating franchises. Buenos Aires offers two examples of

privatization thirty years apart. The first of these was in the early 1960s, when the public

sector city bus system (which occupied a large but not exclusive position in the market)

was privatized. The system was sold to the bus drivers themselves, who own individual
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The closest US analogy is with the Independent Bus Owners' Associations in northern New Jersey.

These groups are organized on a route-by-route basis, much like their counterparts in Buenos Aires.
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buses, with the proceeds from a fare increase being used to add night service, use less

polluting engines, and buy new vehicles.]
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